2012 tomato crop
complicated, producers
indicate
The uncertainty scenario for the
2012 crop of tomatoes in China
continues. Industry players indicated
that the reduction in planted area will
result in fewer than 5000 tones of fruit
to be processed.
In Brazil, where most of the
factories are already processing, the
news are not good also as in the
southern state of Goiás producers
have lost areas planted to be harvest
on the beginning of the season now
in June due to hail and producers
throughout the State are claiming that
yield per hectare and brix are below
average.

Mango: ready to ship!

Now crushing Brazilian mango
season of Tommy Atkins, product is
available for prompt shipment:
aseptic or frozen, single strength
min. 14 Brix or concentrate 28/30
brix.
Outside this country, other
products origin asks attention as
India suffers crop reduction, due to
many factors, like credit limit care,
climate conditions, as well as
natural crop size control, and also

Colombia is sold out.
On consumption side, a big soft
drinks bottler suggested to
increase mango puree/
concentrate usage as a toehold for
sales rise in South America, where
mango taste is very popular – so
smaller availability and high
demand can be an explosive mix,
therefore a good time to guarantee
your coming needs.

New season: take a look on FCOJ and orange oil
2012/2013 season is starting and, as
In Florida, situation, as resumed by Juice
per market sources, about 6% reduction is Market of July/12 is “Disease and a lack of
confirmed, besides early varieties that are
planting means the tree population getting
not being crushed by the big producers in
São Paulo; as per Brazilian National smaller every year”, asking attention not for
Association of Juice Exporters (CitrusBR) this year alone but for the future.
that says “the equivalent of up to 83 million
For by products, this delay in processing
boxes could go to ground”.
onset brings more delay for aldehyde 1.2%
Product ratio average is good now due to as well as it gradually reduces d’limonene
stock available that is being consumed until availability with prices for both at the
mid varieties arrive to the big industry so
stabilized level now. Keep in mind Atlântica
new season standard product shipments
Foods as your independent source of
from them must be arriving in Europe about
supply!
September.

We would like to thank all the 123 people who came to our booth in Fispal
Tecnologia fair in São Paulo, Brazil. It was a pleasure to have received all of you! We
remain at your disposal to fulfill your needs of food raw materials.
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